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produce good results as far as the object’s motion is periodic.
Makihara et al. [9] proposed a reconstruction-based method to
synthesize periodic human motion with high frame rate from a
single periodic motion sequence. The human motion data are
first transformed into embedded features in a low-dimension
manifold. Then, they iteratively conduct phase registration
and motion trajectory reconstruction within an energy
minimization process. Under the constraint of periodic motion,
their method could also produce good experiment results.
Nevertheless, since human motion is not always periodic, a
single motion sequence could provide only limited and
insufficient information to generate high quality temporal SR
sequences. Therefore, in this paper, we propose using
learning-based approach to extract motion tendency from a set
of learning sequences and then synthesize interpolated human
postures using the learned motion tendency as the prior
information. Note that, the extracted motion tendency should
I. INTRODUCTION
Super-resolution (SR) has attracted much attention for its preserve only the motion-related information regardless of
ability in enhancing the spatial or temporal resolution of low- individual discrepancy in the learning sequences. In [10],
resolution (LR) images/videos [1][6]. While dealing with Elgammal et al. introduced a framework to separate motion
sequences of human motion, existing SR methods may fail to data into person and motion factors. However, while this
produce realistic and smooth results if no special efforts are decomposed motion factors can be used to increase the
temporal resolution of human motion, we found it difficult to
taken to handle the non-rigid human motion.
Since human motion usually contains repeated postures, get a stable result. The main reason is because the
one may insert interpolated postures into the LR input decomposed person and motion factors are not guaranteed to
sequence to increase the temporal resolution. In order to be orthogonal.
The proposed framework consists of three steps: graphical
generate postures and animate animal/human motion, Xu et al.
model
construction,
manifold-learning-based
motion
[7] proposed to animate motions by minimizing a predefined
trajectory
reconstruction
and
posture
selection.
The
first
step,
energy function. However, because the energy minimization
graphical
model
construction,
projects
each
input
motion
process did not include human motion model, the performance
is unstable and very sensitive to the selected parameters. In [8], sequence into a manifold space and then represent the
Ding et al. proposed a rank minimization approach to model projected sequence by a motion trajectory. This lowand synthesize human motion for video inpainting. They first dimensional representation provides a simple and concise
projected the observed data into a low-dimension manifold representation for human motion. Second, we use the motion
and then organized the embedded features to form a Hankel priors learned from high-resolution (HR) training sequences to
matrix. The missing features in the Hankel matrix are reconstruct the motion trajectory for the input sequence.
determined by minimizing the rank of Hankel matrix. Finally, Finally, we adopt the human object inpainting technique [11]
they applied the Radial Basis Function (RBF) to inversely to select interpolated postures based on the reconstructed
transform the embedded features back to the observation motion trajectory.
domain. This rank minimization approach would usually
Abstract—This paper proposes a learning-based approach to
increase the temporal resolutions of human motion sequences.
Given a set of high resolution motion sequences, our idea is first
to learn the motion tendency from this learning dataset and then
synthesize new postures for the low-resolution sequence
according to the learned motion tendency. We summarize the
proposed framework in the following steps: (1) Each motion
sequence is first projected into a low-dimension manifold space,
where the local distance between postures could be better
preserved. We then represent each of the projected motion
sequences as a motion trajectory. (2) Next, motion priors learned
from the HR training sequences are used to reconstruct the
motion trajectory for the input sequence. (3) Finally, we use the
reconstructed motion trajectory combined with object inpainting
technique to generate the final result. Our experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, and also
show its outperformance over existing approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Graphical
model construction, motion trajectory reconstruction, and
posture selection are present in Sections II, III and IV,
respectively. Section V shows our experimental results and
discussion. Section VI contains the concluding remarks.
II. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF OBJECT POSTURES
The graphical representation aims to provide a simple and
concise representation of a human motion sequence, as shown
in Fig. 1. To obtain such a model, we first need to project all
the postures onto a manifold space by non-linear dimension
reduction, and then link the postures in adjacent frames in the
embedded space.
We use the shape context descriptor proposed in [12] to
describe human postures and measure the similarity between
postures. The silhouette of a posture is represented by a set of
{
}. The shape context is then
sampled points
calculated along the silhouette. For each sampled point
,
a corresponding local histogram in the log-polar space is
measured to represent the local shape context of . The
dissimilarity between two sampled points from two different
postures is defined as follows:
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( ) denote the k-th bin of the two
where
sampled points and , respectively. The value of
is
empirically set to be 60 for all the sequences. The best match
between two different postures is accomplished by
minimizing the following total matching cost:
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where is a permutation of 1, 2, …, . Under the one-to-one
matching constraint, the posture matching can be considered
as an assignment problem and could be solved using the
bipartite graph matching method. Therefore, we could
calculate the degree of dissimilarity between two distinct
postures
and
in terms of the shape context distance
defined by:
(
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∑ (
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where
and
are the numbers of sample points on the
postures and , respectively.
With the dissimilarity measurement as defined in equation
(3), we project all the postures in the learning data set using a
nonlinear dimension reduction method called isometric feature
mapping (Isomap). Note that, the postures are regarded as the
input data points in Isomap, and the distance between two data
points is equivalent to the dissimilarity between two
corresponding postures. The adopted Isomap algorithm is
described as follows:
1) Construct a neighborhood graph: Let
denote the
neighborhood graph, where an edge is built between two data

Fig. 1. A graphical model of an object’s motion in a low-dimension manifold.
The black points represent the feature points of the postures, and the red lines
represent the motion trajectory of input human motion.

points and if is one of the K-nearest neighbors (K-NN)
of . The edge weight between
and
is determined in
terms of the degree of dissimilarity between their
corresponding postures.
2) Compute the shortest paths: Finding the shortest path
(
) between each pair of data points and in the
graph .
3) Construct a d-dimensional embedding: Next, we apply
the classical Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) to the matrix
of graph distances
( (
)) via eigendecomposition on the matrix ( ) (The operator is defined
as ( )
, where
(
),
∑

,

∑

, and

∑ ∑

).

The special property of Isomap is its using the
geodesic distance between postures to preserve lowdimensional geometry. With this representation, the
distribution of motion trajectories in the manifold becomes
nearly linear along the time dimension. Hence, we could
follow with multi-linear decomposition to decompose motion
trajectories into orthogonal factors.
III.

TEMPORAL SUPER-RESOLUTION USING MANIFOLD
LEARNING
After constructing the graphical models, we next wish to
transform each human motion sequence into a motion
trajectory in the manifold domain. However, since the LR
input sequence usually contains poor motion content with low
frame rate, its projected motion trajectory in the manifold
space would become non-smooth and unreliable. Therefore,
we propose to transfer the motion priors learned from the HR
training sequences to the input sequence to synthesize the
motion trajectory for the input sequence with a high frame rate.
Before learning from the HR training sequences, we will
need to arrange motion data in the subspaces of tensor in
terms of certain attributes. Since human motion sequences
contain no definite labels, we need to take special care to
correctly organize motion trajectory data. Below we present
our proposed motion data alignment method.

Fig. 2. Illustration of a low-dimensional manifold of a posture sequence and
the corresponding postures at the crests and troughs of the manifold.
(a)

We first use a continuous motion curve to represent the
motion trajectory for each HR training sequence. Each motion
trajectory is normalized into the same temporal duration and
then mapped into a motion curve by polynomial regression.
Next, we find some points with significant motion content
along the motion trajectory for data alignment. An example is
shown in Fig. 2, where the motion trajectory along the first
dimension in the manifold domain has some wave crests and
troughs. These wave crests and troughs occur just when the
person finishes a previous motion and starts to perform the
next motion. The other postures in-between the wave crests
and troughs would usually contain slow motion due to the
human body constraint. These properties as shown in Fig. 2
are actually invariant to different persons. Therefore, we could
sample the points on the wave crests and troughs as the
significant points for each motion curve.
In addition, to make sure that the sampled points contain
sufficient information to represent the original motion
trajectory, we additionally sample n points on the motion
curve between every two neighboring key points. These
additional points are uniformly sampled under the constant
motion assumption between two neighboring key points. The
number n is determined by minimizing the distortion between
the original motion trajectory and the reconstructed motion
trajectory from the sampled points. The threshold is set as the
shape context distance between two continuous postures of
human motion with static motion. Finally, a fixed number of
m sampled points is used to represent the motion trajectory for
each training sequence.
For input sequence alignment, since the LR input sequence
usually does not contain reliable low-dimensional motion
trajectory information, we choose to align the motion data
using the raw postures instead of the points along the motion
trajectory of test sequence. In order to find k postures among
the m sampled points, we arrange the coordinate value of all
postures to form a histogram distribution with k bins as shown
in Fig. 3. Then, we find k out of m sampled points along the
mean motion trajectory of HR training sequences, where the
histogram of k sampled points is similar to the histogram of
the input sequence. The Bhattacharyya distance is used to
calculate the similarity between two histogram distributions.
Note, the HR training sequences are not necessary to be
collected from the same person. If the HR sequences with
similar actions performed by different persons are used for
training, tensor decomposition [10] can be used to decompose
the training data into the person (appearance) factor and the
motion factor. By doing so, we will be able to transfer the

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) The k postures coordinate of the LR input sequence. (b) We find k
reference points among m reference points along the mean motion curve of all
the HR training sequences. The index of the k reference points indicates the
suitable position in tensor of the input sequence postures.

priors learned from the HR posture sequences of other persons
to a person’s LR input sequence in the manifold learning stage.
IV. POSTURE SELECTION
The reconstructed motion trajectory, obtained via the
manifold learning method described in Section III, provides
the global motion tendency for the input LR sequence.
However, if we include only the global motion tendency but
disregard the local motion continuity, the synthesized SR
sequence may fail to preserve the original motion
characteristics of the input LR sequence. Therefore, we
propose to utilize our previous object inpainting method [11],
which can effectively preserve local motion continuity, to
select postures and then use the selected postures to synthesize
the HR sequence. Two constraints are imposed in object
inpainting [11] to regulate the motion continuity in the local
region of a graphical model. The first constraint limits the

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Two motion continuity constraints: (a) the neighborhood constraint,
and (b) the motion tendency constraint.

search range to be within a reasonable neighborhood, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). The second constraint is introduced to
maintain the tendency of an object’s motion in each local
region as shown in Fig. 4(b). Under the second constraint, the
variance of the motion tendency would stay within a
reasonable range. Using these two constraints, we then find a
number of candidate postures for the upsampled postures and
then conduct a two-way (forward–backward) prediction
mechanism to further maintain the global motion continuity.
Finally, we determine the posture by using the Markov
random field to find the one with the highest probability [11].
In our super-resolution application, we determine the values
in the above two constraints based on the reconstructed
motion trajectory. The number of upsampled postures p
between every two neighboring postures is first specified by
the user. After the value of p is determined, we next calculate
the possible positions of the upsampled postures in the
manifold space. Once we have the coordinate information of
all the upsampled and available postures, we could determine
the values in the above two constraints for each local region.

Fig. 5. Comparison of reconstruction accuracy with respect to the groundtruth sequence among five different methods: Xu et al’s approach [7], Ding et
al’s approach [8], Makihara et al’s approach [9], object inpainting [11] and
the proposed temporal SR approach

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
perform experiments on several human object sequences, parts
of them were captured with a camcorder and the remaining
ones were downloaded from the Weizmann database. In the
experiments, we sub-sample each human sequence at different
sampling rates to generate the object sequences of low

temporal resolutions. Then, we apply the proposed learningbased temporal SR method to synthesize the HR motion
sequences. We compare the performance of the proposed
method with that of the approaches in [7][9], [11]. Due to the
space limit, we only show the comparison result for the test
sequence #1. Readers can find the complete set of test results

Table I
COMPARISON OF THE GROUND-TRUTH POSTURES AND THE UPSAMPLED POSTURES OBTAINED FROM DIFFERENT METHODS
Average
Ground Truth

Accuracy

Xu et al’s approach

91.1%

[7]
90.1%

91.1%

89.8%

90.4%

89.7%

94.4%

85.3%

88.5%

87.0%

Ding et al’s

88.0%

approach [8]
82.2%

80.2%

80.2%

79.9%

79.4%

79.9%

84.1%

83.7%

81.8%

Makihara et al’s

87.7%

approach [9]
82.4%

80.5%

80.0%

79.2%

78.5%

78.3%

83.7%

81.6%

81.8%

Object inpainting

89.4%

[11]
91.5%

91.1%

89.8%

89.3%

86.6%

88.0%

86.1%

85.4%

91.2%

Proposed method

94.6%
95.5%

96.1%

96.1%

95.8%

95.3%

94.4%

93.1%

91.6%

89.5%

from our project website [14].
In the first experiment, we down-sampled test sequence #1
with totally 85 frames under different downsampling rates
ranging from 2 to 10. Fig. 5 compares the reconstruction
accuracies between the ground-truth sequence and the
reconstructed sequences obtained using the five different
approaches for various down-sampling rates. The result shows
that the proposed temporal SR method does not only
consistently outperform the other methods, but also achieves
stably high accuracy of better than 94% under all the nine
downsampling rates. Because the proposed motion synthesis
method is more effective in extending frame rate of an
object’s motion and maintaining motion continuity
simultaneously, we conclude that it is more suitable for
increasing temporal resolution than the compared methods.
On the other hand, the performances of all the other four
schemes typically degrade as the downsampling rate increases,
since the available information for reconstructing HR
sequence becomes fewer and less accurate when the temporal
resolution of the input LR sequence decreases. Our previous
object inpainting method [11] performs the second best at
downsampling rates lower than 8. The motion animation
scheme [7] composes a sequence of smooth posture motion
from a set of available postures by executing an energy
minimization process. Since the performance of motion
animation scheme depends mainly on the two postures at both
ends and the available posture database, this scheme can also
achieve stable performance under different downsampling
rates. However, since it does not take into account the lowdimensional manifold prior of human motion, its performance
is significantly lower than the proposed method.
Table I illustrates the results of the ground-truth and the
five compared methods. The top row shows the sequence of
nine ground-truth postures, and the second to sixth rows show
the missing frames reconstructed by the methods in [7][9],
[11] and the proposed method, respectively. The
reconstruction accuracy of each posture is also indicated under
the posture. From these selected postures, it is obvious that the
postures reconstructed by our method are consistently better
than those derived by the compared methods both subjectively
and objectively.
Note, in the experiments, we compare the performance
between the proposed method and our previous object
inpainting method [11]. The difference between these two
approaches is that the proposed method reconstructs postures
based on the rich information in the low-dimensional manifold
motion tendency learned from HR training sequences,
whereas the object inpainting method [11] utilizes selfcontained information in the available LR postures to
reconstruct postures without the support of HR training
sequences. Since the object inpainting method does not need
any HR training sequence, it can be regarded as the baseline
mode of the proposed method that can achieve reasonable
reconstruction accuracy without the need of HR training
sequences. When HR training sequences are available, as an
advanced tool, the proposed manifold-learning-based SR

scheme can significantly improve the accuracy and stability of
reconstructed HR postures.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a human motion temporal super-resolution
method which consists of three steps: (1) graphical models
construction; (2) motion trajectory reconstruction; and (3)
posture selection. In addition, we also proposed a motion data
alignment method to correctly arrange motion data. We
transfer the motion priors learned from HR training sequences
to reconstruct the motion trajectory for the LR input sequence.
Finally, we adopt an object inpainting method on the
reconstructed motion trajectory to select interpolated postures.
Both global motion tendency and local motion continuity are
well preserved in the resultant HR sequence. The experiment
results also demonstrate that the proposed approach
outperforms existing state-of-the-art approaches.
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